this stand over night. By morning the material is hardened, and the model can be withdrawn. The composition being elastic it retains its shape, and a hundred models may be poured if necessary. Printers' ink rolls are made from glue and molasses.
Having to make a full upper set of teeth, we will suppose the impression and model to have been made in the usual way. Take modeling composition, soften and flatten it out till it is about a quarter of an inch thick; press it on the model while warm, and then cut and trim to make a trial plate for the purpose of taking a bite. To keep rubber from running between the teeth and joints in vulcanizing, after the teeth are set in the first half of the flask, the plaster trimmed and varnished, pour water on all the teeth and joints, then mix a small quantity of pure plaster, have it rather thin, and with mixing spatula cover labial and ^buccal surfaces, also joints, take up the piece quickly, and bring it near the mouth and blow rather sharply against the thin plaster all around, which will force it into all spaces between the teeth and blocks. After this finish flasking in the usual way and, if possible, it is well to allow the case to remain over night in the flask before packing.
To prevent plaster from adhering to the palatin surface of rubber plates, coat the model with a thick lather of soap just before^packing the case.
To make rubber attachments adhere to metal plates (particularly gold), without punching holes or soldering pins and staples, clean thoroughly that portion of the plate to which the rubber is to be attached, using alcohol and chloroform to remove all wax or grease. After that scratch said portion over with a piece of neiv and clean sandpaper, next etch up the surface with a graver, being always careful never to touch it with the fingers or to blow the breath on it. Now with a hot spatula spread small clean piece of vulcanit over the etched surface, using considerable force till all of said portion of the plate is covered with the rubber, then finish packing the casein the usual way. When the piece is placed in the vulcanizer take half an hour to raise to 212 degrees, and from that point take three hours to raise to 320 degrees, after which allow it to cool slowly.
The greatest and most needed improvement in our profession to-day is prosthesis. In this age of progress of the arts and sciences of which so much has been said and written, and which we like to apply and hear applied to our profession, we can justfy boast of our progress in everything else.
But alas, when we see wherever we go so many evidences of the low standard of this branch of dentistry, such disfigurement, such utter failure of any artistic skill without the appearance of any effort to restore the features. 
